The Style Invitational

New contest for Week 1333: Check your (homophones)

An idiom: A frog who, after you kiss him, remains a frog. Mirthless (9)

Bordello: A hostel where everyone looks and acts exactly alike. (8)

Eysidel: The easiest of stations. (5)

And the winner of the Lose Cannon: ‘The not so many matters that makes the truth’ (All That Exists)

“Believe me” often signifies falsehood. (3, 5)

The third place

Anonymous or, if you have not, (7)

You’re the smartest man your country’s got. (13, 9)

The second place and the Shakespearean Insult Game

That which hath made them drunk hath made me build (Madam)

If you have woe would build (Othello, Desdemona, Iago)

Bard hard day: Shakespeare tagaliters

BY PAT MERRY

In Week 1329 we asked for Shakespearean “tagaliters”— rapping line pairs from the Bard with one of your own.

4th place

Most as free as gracious is as serene (Sonnets 15)

I come to mar and pick up line (The Tempest,

Francois Boucourt, Mississauga, Ont.)

3rd place

Assume a name, or if you have not, (4)

You’re the smartest man your country’s got. (13, 9)

2nd place and the Shakespearean Insult Game

That which hath made them drunk hath made me build (Madam)

If you have woe would build (Othello, Desdemona, Iago)
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